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FROM UP FRONT

	

Mario Wiedenmeier

Philately, more than most "hobbies,"
requires good communications as a basis.
Unless of course you would like to be
on the subscription list for the First Day
Cancel service and use the generally good
write-ups which comes with it, and be
done. However, if you would also like
to know what's going on elsewhere, you
have to communicate.

Let's look at Herbert Brach who
challenged what was has been written in
specialized catalogues and came up with
some rather remarkable conclusions . ..
But would he have been able to prove
his findings without ever writing? Just
guess once more.

And what about the intriguing field of
the Standing Helvetia, where major
discoveries are made almost once a year.
Or, let's look at a subject which is not
even written up in catalogues yet, such as
what Chuck LaBlonde is presenting to
you in this TELL -- actually history in
the making.

So, have I enticed you sufficiently to

communicate? Talk and write about
your collecting endeavors in Tell . Let
other people know what you know and
low and behold there might be another
collector out there, knowing even more
than you, able to help you! Think about
it.

Chuck LaBlonde is doing even more : He
is presently the most prolific writer and
supplier of information in the form of
originals and translations, to TELL, more
than anyone else among you . In other
words, only a handful of people are con-
tribute 95 percent of the work, and we
don't hear anything from the rest of
you. Is this then good philately?

Regretfully I also have to tell you to be
aware of a Peter von Euw, about who's
dealings I have received several
unpleasant information . He seems not to
care about returning material nor
payment for it . Be also aware that some
future auctions might contain your ma-
terial, material you are missing, and have
possibly send to a Peter von Euw!
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POSTAL HISTORY IS IN YOUR MAILBOX
1991 IN REVIEW

	

By Charles J . LaBlonde

Many stamp publications urge collectors
not to ignore what is in the waste-
basket . . .the implication is that many
desirable items are simply tossed out in
the daily rush of business . Would-be
postal historians are especially directed
towards "rejected" covers, since every
cover is a potential postal history item in
some way. My twist on this familiar
story is very simple . . .don't even let
covers get as far as the wastebasket.

For 1991 I stacked all the envelopes
received from Switzerland in the corner
of a drawer in my desk . Now that the
year is nearly past (as these words are
being written), I took out the stack of
covers to see what stories they could tell
us . I found in the nearly 50 accumulated
covers an excellent summary of the

Cover 1 shows an
early use of the A
label on January
19, 1991 . The
cover is franked at
the old rate of SFr
1 .40 for foreign
airmail under 10
grams. Note also
the nice K 499b
from the PTT
Museum .

year's postal history . With the help of
these covers, let's take a philatelic tour
back through 1991 . . .let's see what we can
learn, just from the mailbox.

Of course, the major event of the year
was the introduction of the A and B post
in Switzerland on 1 February . . .philatelic
ripples from this postal upheaval are still
being felt . How did this event manifest
itself in the mailbox?

The A and B revolution included an
entire new set of postal rates and
markings . The old familiar LUFTPOST
label is now replaced with a blue
A PRIORITAIRE label . The PTT made
the new labels available early, just to be
ready for 1 February, and naturally some
were used.

Figure 1
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Cover 2 also has
an early A label,
this time with
tab. The rate is
SFr 1 .70 for
inter-national
airmail between
10 and 20 grams.

One innocent
victim of the A
and B post was
the aerogram.
Item 3 from the
drawer is an
aerogram,
correctly franked
at SFr 1 .20,
postmarked on
the last day of
use . The current
system does not
allow for aero-
grams . . .this era
ended quietly on
31 January 1991.

Numerous last
days were
possible . Covers
4 and 5 portray
what could be
called the
forerunners of
the B post.
Number 4 is
printed matter,
under 20 grams
(via sea-post),
correctly franked
at SFr .70 while ..

Cover 5 is the
same thing,
except for airmail
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which required
SFr .90. This
letter also shows
the official last
day of the
airmail label
(although rules
actually allow
continued use of
this label to
indicate priority
mail).

Naturally the
next things in the
pile should be
the first day of
the A and B
post . . .these are
shown by covers
6 and 7. The
airmail postage
for an A letter
became SFr 1 .60.
Cover 6, with
Zürich PTT
cancel.

The postage for
an international
B letter became
SFr .80. Cover 7,
with Geneva
PTT cancel.
Note that airmail
transport for B
mail is not
guaranteed, but
most B mail
seems to come
by air anyway
. . .covers 6 and 7
arrived the same
day.
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But 1 February
1991 presented
yet another
unique oppor-
tunity. Recall
1991 is the year
of Switzer-land's
700th birthday,
1291 to 1991.
The birth year of
1291 could be

represented
twice in a 1 .2 .91
cancel from the
little village of
C ommugny
which happens to
have the postal
code 1291 . See
cover 8 . How
about that for
philatelic and
historical
creativity?

Next came the
Switzer-land-US
joint stamp issue
on February 22.

Cover 9 is a nice
dual FDC which
actually went
through the
mails . Of course,
identical stamps
are an invitation
to see what
happens when
they "acciden-
tally" get mixed
up (at current
exchange rates,
the use of the US
50 cent stamp in
Switzerland is a
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very good deal,
but the reverse is
not true).

Cover 10 shows
the US 50 cent
stamp success-
fully used on 23
April 1991 in
Zürich . And
letter 11 shows
that this trick
doesn't always
work! Note the
dots added by a
sharp- eyed
postal clerk (dots
have always been
used by Switzer-
land to call
attention to an
invalid stamp).
Of course the
letter was taxed,
but nothing was
collected from
me.

You postage due
specialists will
note that the T
markings on
cover 11 had not
yet been updated
for the new A
and B rates . By
the way, I can
assure you that
use of the Swiss
SFr 1 .60 stamp in
the US works
very well, if you
really want to
pay that much
for a letter!
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As you can see
from cover 12,
the use of an
airmail (priority)
label on a B
letter is not
tolerated . . .the
label was
"crossed out" by
a n o t h e r
sharp-eyed postal
clerk . I wonder if
this happened
before or after it
went through the
cancel machine.

Cover 13 is a
proper FDC, at
the A post rate
of SFr 1 .60, of
the Pro Patria
stamps for 1991.

Could one
perhaps try to
make the case
that things are a
little less rigid in
Geneva than in
Zürich? Cover 14
is the US 50 cent
stamp used to
pay the A post
rate of SFr 1 .60.

Cover 15 has the
illegal A label on
a B post cover
(SFr .80) . Both
are from Geneva.

One of the
biggest increases
(45%) under the
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new system was
the rate for
airmail postcards,
from SFr 1 .10 to
the regular A
post rate of Sfr
1 .60 (see item
16). Yes, post-
cards can be sent
by B post, at SFr
.80, but you just
may beat your
postcards home!

Even official
priority mail
must be marked
w i t h t h e
A . . .cover 17 is
from the Postal
C h e c k i n g
Account Office.

Some of the new
A PRIOITAIRE

labels got
overinked, like
the one on cover
18 . . .not especially
rare, but still
different and
interesting.

Now, on August
1, 1991, Bundes-
feier Day, many
collectors wanted
to obtain the
aforementioned
1291 cancel from
Commugny,
cover 19, but
since August 1 is
a holiday, the
post offices are
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closed . The
Covers were
post-marked on
August 2 and
returned with a
note of expla-
nation (see item
19a) . Can you see
the USPS doing
this??

Later in August
cover 20 showed
up, with an
illegal stamp, an
ITU official
issue, not to be
used on regular
mail, except at
ITU Headquar-
ters . But at least
the rate was
correct for an A
post letter.

The Boston post
office provided
the next

excitement. In the
process of trying
to implement 9
digit zip code
sorting and
coding, the
clowns began
applying spray
postmarks over
my Swiss stamps
(cover 21).

Needless to say,
this did not thrill
me, and I told
them so. The
experiment ended
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after about two
weeks.

Cover 22 shows
one of those
strange little
quirks that are
intriguing but
never quite
explainable . Note
that the postal
code of the town
is 8919
Rottenschwil,
despite having
this postal code,
is in Postal
District 6, in fact
the only "Zürich
PO" in District
6! Why is this
so? Just because!!

How about a
nicely cacheted
cover (it looks
great in color)
from the
Regiophil XXII
stamp show,
with special
cancel, and
correct A post
franking? This is
number 23.

Here is a B post
cover (SFr .80),
posted at
TELECOM in
Geneva during
October, which
travelled by ship
(item 24) . Most
recent letters (at
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least those
arriving in the
Boston area)
from Switzer-
land, with
machine-readable
address labels, are
now getting
coded by the
USPS, but only 5
digits instead of
the full 9.

As late as
November the 50
cent US stamp
was still working
well in Zürich to
pay the A post
rate. Here it is
canceled with the
aids machine
slogan (cover 25).
Note also
another under-
inked A label.

Finally there is
the annual stamp
day, this year in
Einsiedeln . Note
abbreviated A
label, due to the
crowded cover
(item 26).

(While this
article was being
edited, letter 27,
postmarked
December 14,
appeared in the
mail box. This
again shows what
can be done with
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a little thought . ..
matching the
Escalade auto
post office cancel
with the corre-
sponding stamp.
Correct A post
franking of SFr
1 .60 .)

So there you
have a Swiss
philatelic
overview of the
year 1991, as
seen through the
mail slot . But it's
not over yet.
Soon we will get
the new A and B
stamps in red and
blue (for
domestic rates
only) to help the
PTT sort the
mail . Seems there
have been some
problems of
people paying for
A service but
getting B service.

It is an interesting problem . . .how does one sort A from B with typical Swiss
efficiency? The new stamps are supposed to help . Whether they do or not remains
to be seen.

he nice thing about postal history is that it never stops . While this review was
waiting for space in Tell, two more letters dropped through the mail slot . . .letters 28
and 29 . Both are first day covers (16 December) of the new A & B stamps . One is
correctly franked for international A post, the other is overfranked by 20 centimes
for international B post . Both arrived the same day! One is USPS coded).
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TWO NEW STAMPS FOR THE A & B POST

Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde*

Bern. - The PTT will release two new stamps in mid December to more efficiently
differentiate optically between the A and B post . The color of the 80 rappen stamp
is red and the 50 rappen stamp is blue . In a press release of last Friday (6 December)
the PTT again asked mailers to mark A post items with the letter "A ." The new
stamps are supposed to help the PTT do a better job of recognizing and separating
A post from the rest of the mail . The pictures on the stamps were done by Hermann
Schelbert from Olten and show stylized mountain lakes .

	

(AP)

* Translator's Notes -- This piece appeared in the Zürich paper on 7 December 1991.

The 50 rappen stamp shows the Melchsee, the 80 rappen the Lago Moesola near San
Bernardino . Those of you who subscribe to Swiss new issues through the PTT
received a form letter about this same time, saying that these stamps could not be
delivered until 24 March 1992 . There will be no first day cover nor cancel for the
stamps . . .the PTT will use the cancel "3000 Bern 1 Annahme" with the 16 December
date . This will lead to a number of private first day covers being prepared by Swiss
dealers . Watch the pages of the SBZ if you want such covers.

This whole thing appears to be a
"hurry-up" job, probably due to increasing
complaints about the cost of A post service
and the fact that the promised next day
delivery was not working. You perhaps
recall a short note in Linn's last June in
which the author told of A post taking 4
days in some cases . Being able to sort A
post from the daily mail stream with 100%
efficiency strikes me as a challenging and possible labor-intensive job . Certainly not
everyone will use the new stamps nor write A on each piece of mail.

Postmarks
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POST OFFICE HISTORY
(A CALL FOR HELP)

	

by Charles J . LaBlonde

By now everybody knows that postal history involves rates, routes and markings,
right? I'm putting a new twist on this definition, by carrying it one step further, to
involve the actual post office building . My activities will never cause the FIP to
redefine postal history, but I would like to convince you, nevertheless, that post office
history and postal history are definitely related . Perhaps some of you will even help
me do this.

Figure 1

Post office history asks questions like:

-When was a certain post office opened?
-Why was it opened?
-Where was it located?
-Was it ever renamed?
-Was it ever renovated?
-When, if ever, did it move?
-What services did it provide?
-When was it closed?
-Who was the post-master?

Figure 2
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his one relates to nothing in particular, but I like it . . .it provides the human interest
side of the story . After all, a post office is really a "people operation .")

Already you can see that many of these questions are related to postal history.
For example, we would not expect to find cancels from a certain post office before
it was opened, or after it was closed, or while it was being renovated (maybe) . And
perhaps its cancels changed when it was moved or renamed. Let me convince you of
this with a specific example.

In the early days of postal services, a single post office could serve an entire city . In
Geneva, for example, until the 1860s, there was only one post office . Suddenly, the
city was large enough that people were living some distance from the main post office
and they wanted post offices nearer to them . This seemed like a reasonable request
and two branch post offices were announced for 1864.

The first branch was to be located on the Right Bank, 6-8 rue de Lausanne at the
corner of the rue des Alpes and to be called Geneve Gare (later Geneve Gare
Cornavin) . The other branch was to be located on the Left Bank, east of the main
post office, at the corner of the Grand Quai and rue Pierre-Fatio and be called
Geneve Pierre-Fatio (later Geneve Rive).

Geneva postal authorities wanted each post office to have distinctive postmarks and
the letters of the alphabet were chosen to do this . There seems little doubt that the
main post office in the Place Bel-Air used marks containing an A and there exists a
variety of these marks (see Figure 1) . The letter B was for the post office Geneve Gare
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Figure 4

(Figure 2 and 3) and the letter C was reserved for the Pierre-Fatio branch (Figure 4
and 5).

Figure 5 (this is the very rare blue variety, Zumstein 41b)

Historical documents known to me are not exactly clear on the opening dates for
these two new Geneva post offices . One source says both opened on 1 January 1864.
Another source says Geneve Gare opened on 1 July 1863 and the other branch on 1
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January 1864 . One way of shedding light on this dilemma is to look at postmark
dates and this is where you come in . Here are the questions:

-Do you have Geneve B postmarks from 1863?
-What are the earliest Geneve C postmarks you have?
-What are the earliest Geneve A postmarks you have?

The place to look for these postmarks is on Sitting Helvetia (perforated) covers and
stamps . I will pay for all photocopies . Thanks and happy hunting . Chuck

Collecting the Standing Helvetia
with help from the expert.

In January Tell's Treasure Hunt by Dick
Barton emphasis was given to the
detection of the control-mark Type I or
II with the help of commercially
available "watermark detectors" lighter
fluid or plain clean luke-warm water.
Also briefly mentioned where other
hidden treasures within the Standing
Helvetia issue.

To prevent parallax errors the center of the scale

should be used.
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by Mario Wiedenmeier

Mr. Guinand recommends to use distilled
water (approximately 30°C or luke-
warm) to gain the time needed for
accurate measurements . Using Benzin or
lighter-fluid exposes the control-mark for
only 2-3 seconds . The "Signoscope" is a
valuable apparatus for looking at the
control-mark but it does not permit its
measurement.

The new
Zumstein Specialized
Catalog no
longer offers the
general table as a
guide for quickly
finding out what
is in front of you
when you are at
a stamp-dealer's table.
To remember all
the odds and
ends of the Stan-
ding Helvetia's, if
used only ones
every two or
three month,
does not work
well . To use a







(continued from page 59) perforation
gauge for this issue is not practical
because the pre-moistening for the

control-mark application, the printing
process, and storage condition permitted
shrinkage ore other size defor-
mation of the stamp . It therefore is
quicker to count the numberof vertical
teeth.

Looking though a magnifying glass
you might find a double. ..

This stamp is mainly collected in used
form. The time at the purse table does
not permit finding and measuring the
control-mark either, so therefore the new
catalog offers early cancel dates for the
different issues and specialties to help
you in this endeavor.

The list on page 60 and 61 shows
updated and corrected cancel dates as of
January 5 . 1992 . These dates where
submitted by Mr . Doorenbos (Holland),

ArGe Schweiz (Germany) [ArGe =
Arbeitsgemeinschaft, collaborative work
group] and Mr. Guinand.

. . .or a broken control-mark

With all of this great information in
hand or memory you still don't know if
it is worthwhile to argue with the stamp
dealer over the value of the stamp, unless
you know the value your self . To help
with that an arbitrary value list is used
indicating the lowest value as 1 and
correcting the rest accordingly . To get an
approximate currency value multiply by
the exchange rate of the day. Last but
not least the catalog numbers are
Zumstein and Scott expressed as shown
86A/105.

Postmarks
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

The card pictured below was sent on
December 13, 1938 from Hünibach,
Switzerland to Portland, Oregon, U .S .A.
En route, some postal clerk

rubber-stamped it with "U .K.R .3 ." in
purple ink . Does anyone have a clue as
to the origin and purpose of this
postmark? Is it Swiss, is it American, or

is it a transit mark from the U .K .?
My thinking was that it had something
to do with its destination route, i .e .,
R.F .D.3, but someone in Portland had
already added that hand-lettered R2,
meaning Boekli's Farm was now served
on Route 2 . Any clues would be
appreciated. Write to Henry Ratz (see
address up front).
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SWITZERLAND AT THE TIME OF THE MAILCOACH

Switzerland Early Parcel
Post by Albert A . Kober

"There's a small hotel near
a	 " and thence
begins the adventure.

As adventurers our thoughts are to
explore a postal journey of an article in
the year 1879 by examination of all the
officially applied markings, placed on the
Parcel Post tag from the point of origin
to its destination .

This is an invitation to join this game
and share you experience, reference
material, and items in your collection, to
enable pursuit of discovery and the
possibility of some new item of interest
developing as the presentation of

additional philatelic markings on the tag
are presented and the tour starting at the
origin and completed at the destination
unfolds.

The story as it expands will be presented
in continuing articles and your
comments, as applicable, will be used.
What can you tell us of interest, as
behind every mailed item there are many
stories? Mailing tags are fascinating and
this tag, figure 1, made of animal skin
does not have the scarcity of data usually
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encountered. In this first presentation
there is revealed the postal markings
"Glacier du Rhône" and the registration
#376, a "PD" marking, the name of the
intended receiver and the method by
which the receiver will obtain the article;
from this we begin.

Let's consider a start with figure 2.
Glacier du Rhône is pictorially
represented on stamps Zumstein #197
and #204. The Glacier offers one of the
present day sensational views of high



mountain landscapes, in the central
Switzerland Alps . Furkapass road leads
to many hotels which are located in
areas providing glorious mountain views
and a magnificent view of the Rhône
Glacier . The road goes on down the
Rhône valley to Gletsch 5780 ft . One
roads leads on through the Goms to
Brig.

Thanks to the many who will have aided

with their stories and related items.
Comments will be acknowledged and a
souvenir sent to the participant selected
for effort leading to adding data for the
finish of this adventure . Pictures, related
data, rate information, routing
possibilities, local maps, are welcome.

Correspondence to Albert A . Kober (0-
1), 2403 Antigua Circle, Coconut Creek,
Florida 33066

Dr . Robert Paganini - First Generation Aerophilatelist

by Roland F. Kohl

	

(Translated by Charles J . LaBlonde from SBZ 5/1988)

Already in the April 1973 we mentioned wealth of documentation that Paganini
Dr. Robert Paganini (1866-1950) as the gave to the library . Here we examine
"Father of Swiss Aerophilately" . Karl items from first flights and special flights
Zumstein, then PTT Library Director, which Paganini addressed to himself or
described the

	

to his friends.

Figure	 1 is an official
Herisau 1913 Air Show
card with added text to
commemorate 25 years of
Paganini's Airpost Records.
He sent it to his friends,
with compliments . He
must have had a good
supply of the Herisau
airmail stamp; he put one
on each card . Unfortu-
nately, we do not have any
quantity info on this item.

Figure 2 is an airmail letter, franked with the 50 cts propeller overprint, to the
company Rud . Paganini in Zürich, postmarked Bern Briefexpedition 27 .VI .19-12 . On
the back is the arrival mark Schweizer Flugpost 27 .VI 19.V of Zurich . The time,
shown by Roman V is not correct;

Figure 1
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Figure 2

Figure 3

Roman numerals were for
AM, Arabic for PM and
often the clerk confused the
two.

(Translator's Note: I
disagree with the
explanation of the time
numbers. After 19 April
1918, AM was Arabic and
PM either Roman or
Arabic for a three year
transition period. Thus the
cover would have been
postmarked at noon,
received at 5 PM .)

Figure 3 is first flight for
this route to Geneva on
1 .9.1919, documented by
Paganini . On the reverse is
arrival mark (incorrectly
done) Geneva Poste Aer-
ienne Suisse 30.IX .19 .III-.

Figure 4 is a very rare cover from the first flight Geneva - Zürich - Nürnberg 1 .6
1922 . The letter is addressed to a friend in Hamburg ; he did not have a
correspondent in Nürnberg and the today widely used address "postlagernd" was not
allowed at that time . The letter is franked with 105cts: 40cts international postage,
40cts registration, 25cts airmail surcharge . The airline AdAstra Aero connected in
Nürnberg with the Rumpler Airlines Augsburg - Munich - Nürnberg - Leipzig -
Berlin route (arrival 3 :55 PM). Next day it went farther with the German Airline
Dresden - Berlin - Hamburg, leaving Berlin 6 AM, arriving Hamburg 8 :30 AM. The
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Figure 4

postmarks on the reverse
confirm this : Berlin C2
Luftpost -1 .-6 .22 .6-7N and
Hamburg -2 .6 .22 .9-10V.

Figure 5 is a first flight
cover Geneva to Munich on
15 May 1923. Postal rates
were the same as previous
year so the letter is 5cts
overfranked. Munich did
not backstamp the letter,
rather applied the cachet
"Mit Luftpost Befördet
Flugpostamt München 2"
on the reverse.

Figure 6 is a letter to Dr . Paganini from a correspondent (Otto Edenharter, Munich),
sent on the first flight Munich - Zürich, 14 May 1923 . This letter proved that the
first "return" flight from Munich took place one day before the first flight to Munich
(reverse arrival mark of Zürich : Schweizer Flugpost 14 .V.23 .-15) . The PTT later
confirmed this . (In older catalogs, 15 May was listed as the first flight in both
directions .) The airmail rate for an international letter was 4 .00 Mark; the other
stamps were added for "decoration".

Figure 5
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Figure 8

Figure7 is an example of
the so called test flight of
the Handley-Page Line
Zürich - Basel - Paris -
London. It bears the
popular rubber stamp
"Basel 2/Flugpost/Date".
The airmail surcharge was
25cts so the letter is
correctly franked. Most
letters to GB and Ireland
have no backstamps.

Figure 8 Paganini also used
special flights, this one
Laufen - Zürich on 4 May
1924 . International letters
still cost 40cts ; this was
reduced to 30cts on 1 .10 .24.
The 25cts airmail stamp
paid the airmail surcharge
to London; from there it
went by sea to the USA.

The letter is addressed to
George W. Angers, Spring-
field, MA, USA, himself an
aerophilatelist of the first
generation, cofounder and
long time president of the
American Airmail Society.
A George W. Angers
Memorial Award " is given
by the AAMS every two
years . . .a nice remembrance
of this great man. When
do we institute a "Dr.
Robert Paganini Memorial
Award"?
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AHPS Mail Auction 93

This is my first auction as your new auction manager . The January Tell
carried a solicitation of lots for an auction in the May Tell ; that will be
Auction 94. I found that l had plenty of material for an auction now, and
better for us to try a smallish auction first than to save everything for one
twice as big in May, especially if l do some of this wrong!

Auction 95 will appear in the September Tell ; get lots to me by July 10.
Please provide a good description of each item . And please give me
whatever advice you wish about these auctions!

For this auction, the Zumstein 1991 catalog values are converted to
dollars at SFr .1 = $ .70.

Please send your bids to George Struble, 210 18th St . NE, Salem, OR
97301 . Closing date for bids : April 15, 1992.

Lot Description

	

Value

1

	

Z . 16 II (Sc 8) 10 Rp . Rayon II ; brownish-yeloow shade,
Stone A1, adequate to wide margins on all four sides ; small
diagonal ironed-out creases in lower right corner ; Zeigler

Certif . ; Min . Bid $230

	

$420.00

2

	

Z . 16 Il (Sc 8) 10 Rp . Rayon II ; Margins a little close, small
thin at top ; canceled with red federal lozenge ; Stone E; Abt
Certif . ; Min Bid $60

	

133.00

3

	

Z. 17 II (Sc 10) 5 Rp Rayon I ; margins just clear to adequate
on all four sides, cleanly canceled with federal lozenge ; Stone
C1, Type 28, Position LO; Zeigler Certif . ; Min . Bid $100

	

175.00

4

	

Z. 20 (Sc 12) 15 Rp . Rayon : Broad grape-colored X-shaped
pen cancel ; 4 margins, small thin

	

133.00
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5 Z. 25G (Sc 39) 20 Rp. Yellow Strubel, thick paper, late
Berne print ; good margins on three sides, trimmed along
frame line at left; attractive Luzerne 24 .X.62 cancel;
Zeigler Certif . ; Min . Bid $25 70 .00

6 Z. 29 (Sc 42) 3c Sitting Helvetia, cds; VF centering;
Min. Bid $45 105 .00

7 Z. 42 (Sc 58) 40c Sitting Helvetia, Box 31.XII.78 Leurier
cancel ; Red backstamp 122.50

8 Z. 53 (Sc 77) 2c Cross & Numeral, White paper, clear Berne
5.VIII .82 cds; very small thin on one perf ; Min . Bid $150 367.50

9 Z. 56 (Sc 80) 12 c blue on white paper; unused, no gum ; VF
centering ; Min . Bid $90 175.00

10 Z. 69C 40c Standing Helvetia, VF ; 8 .X.93 cds; left perfs
rough; Min . Bid $40

	

119.00

11 Z. 71 B (Sc 93) 1 Fr Standing Helvetia, F ; 2.XII.89 cds;

Min. Bid $40 87 .50

12 Z. 77A.2 .09: Mint ; "V" color fleck under "SEL" ; Min . Bid $50 105.00

Air
13 Z. F1 (Sc C1) 30c Air Overprint, MLH; Signed Zumstein;

Min . Bid $150 420.00

14 Z . F2 (Sc C2) 50c Air Overprint, MLH ; Centering VF;

Donation 140.00

15 Z. F13 (Sc C15) 2 Fr, Mint, HHR ; Bottom perfs nipped;
Min. Bid $40 308 .00

16 Z. F29.2 .02 (Sc C29) 50c "White Roof", F used ; Min . Bid $40 56.00

Pro Juventute, Pro Patria, Special items
	17 Z. 25-28 (Sc B25-28) 1923, VF used ; Min. Bid $25

	

77.00

18 Z. W III 16 (Sc B130) Centenary sheet of 12, with FD cancels;

	

also FDC of pair of Z . 258 (Sc 287) Min . Bid $1800

	

2450.00

Covers
19 1611 (Sc 8) 17 .11 .51 Winterthur to Rheinfelden . Stamps well

margined, pinhole thin . Zeigler certif.

20 9 varied items, including a cover with 3 Z . W1 283, Raron
special cancel ; PTT 1966 Christmas Card; strip of 4 x Z . 174,
incl . t-b Z. K25; two postcards, with Z . 158, Z. 153 ; letter
carrying Z . 153, Z. 174 with letter Robt. Steiger to his parents;
strip 3 x Z . 172; 20 x Z . 180, 4 x Z . 184; Donation
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21 Registered Air Covers (3) Geneve-Philadelphia, Luftpost Cat.
RF 46 .4f franked with (1) Z . f28, 30, and 32; (2) Z . F30 and 31;
(3) Z. F27 and 32 ; covers clean, nicely canceled, with inscrip-
tion I . Vol postal Geneve-Philadelphie" above stamps;
Min . Bid $60

22 1938 Pro Aero Special Flight, 10 covers and 1 Postkarte,
Luftpost Cat . SF 38.1 ; all have both 22 .V .38 and 31 .V .38
cancels, with different combinations of cities ; Min. Bid $60

23 Four Registered Flight (10 .VI .29) covers, Luftpost Cat . RF

29.3 a, c, d, and f; very clean set franked with Z . F6 and F9;

Min. Bid $250

24 F 42 (Sc 42) 2 .V.47, addressed Swissair Maiden Voyage;
Donation

	

28.00

25 Cacheted addressed FDC : PJ 1960, 1961, 1964 ; Donation

	

47.00

26 Reg . cover Zurich-Wien ; stamps Z . 108, Z. 111, Z. 124,
Z. 128 (2), Z . 137, Z WI 15 pr, Z . WI 16, 17 ; Min . Bid $90

	

216.00

27 Special army flight 9 .V.40; Zum. V.59, Romansch postmark;
franked with 1940 Pro Patria Z . W II 6(2), 5, 7

28 Z. W II 1y (Sc B90) 1938 Pro Patria FDC on postal card to
China ; Min . Bid $40

29 Z. 215, Z. 221, Z. WI 87 pr, 88 on Swissair-West flight cover;
cancels for PTT Landesausstellung Pavillion 22 .V.39 and
Swissair-Europa Flug Landesausstellung 1939 ; Min. Bid $34

Tete-Beche
30 21 items . Condition varied ; highlights include Z . K3 MH,

2 x Z . K711 Mint with faults, Z . K12 unused no gum, Z . K26z

used discolored, Z. Z1 used, Z3 used ; Donation

31 Z . S42z; M F-VF centering, small thin in interspace;

Donation
International Offices
32 Z. D III 47z-55z (Sc 2047a-55a) SDN 1937 grilled gum,

corner cancels

33 Z. D VIII 1-8 (Sc 601-8) Intl . Refugee Org . ; Mint VLH;
Min. Bid 60.00

34 UN Geneva 1969-82 Z . 1-112 complete in annual souvenir
folders . MNH ; face over SFr . 90 ; Min. Bid $34

35 Dignitary Presentation Bklt for 1989 UPU Congress
attendees. Contains 27 stamps: Swiss Intl . Offices and
French UNESCO ; Min. Bid $30
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Miscellaneous
36 21 PTT Collector sheets 265/273 (1972-3) ; Donation

37 37 PTT Booklets 8/139 (1957-75) ; Donation

38 Three retired AHPS sales bklts, incl . Air Z F6-7 Mint ; 10, 13,
42 used ; PJ & PP mint & used, mostly high values and sets;
etc . ; Donation

39 Rainey Ref. List (1976) of Postal Code Nos. + 1 page 1978
suppl ., plus 131 cancels : Machine, Publicity, 1949-78, but
mostly 1969-78 ; Donation

40 PTT Museum bklt for the 700th Anniv . Exposition June-Oct. 1991.
Z. 799, 800 (50, 90c 700th Anniv . stamps) tied to inside cover by
PTT Museum cancels on opening and closing dates of expo.
Signed by Schmocker and Zeller, authors of the expo . Only 20
such bklts exist ; Donation

41 Cover with Cachet Aug . 1, 1991 Swiss Independence Day", Aug . 1,
1991 Chicago "The Windy City" cancel on the US 50c Switz.
commem; addressed to Arthur Burckhardt, Swiss Consul General
in Chicago. Only 10 such exist ; Donation

42 Sulser catalogs Vols . 1, 2 ; three military covers, with sheetlets
Sulser Inf . Bat . 92 421, Inf . Geb. Fus . Bat . 48 305, Bakers Kp.
4 6, + Official card of 1926 Basel Ausstellung, with vignette,
18.VIII .26 franked with F5 ; stamps cat. $34 .30

Second-chance donation lots
This section of the auction is made up of lots that did not sell in auction
89. They were all donated to AHPS by our members and advertisers ; all
proceeds from the sale go to the AHPS treasury . They will be sold;
minimum bids are not in force on these lots—well, ridiculous low-ball bids
still will not be accepted . So sit down and think whether you could use
some of these ; then DO make a decision and send in your bids . It would
be embarrassing for no one to want these items! Incidentally, there will
be more such remnants in the next auction, but this is the last
appearance of these.

43 Z. 24G (Sc. 38) 15 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, 4 frame lines with
close cut at top and right ; SON cds cancel

	

56.00

44 Z. 25B (Sc. 23) 20 Rp . Sitting Helvetia, orange, almost 3 full
frame lines, bottom frame line cut into at right ; SON
Lausanne cds cancel with overlapping cancel on left side

	

71 .00

45 Z. 26A (Sc. 19) 40 Rp. Sitting Helvetia, 4 frame lines, wide
left margin; Federal grill cancel covers most of stamps, appears
to have small (1 mm .) repair at UL corner of frame line

	

270 .00
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46 Z. 29 (Sc 42) 3 c. Sitting Helvetia, used, fine ; very light SON
cds cancel 113.00

47 Z. 79Ab 1900 UPU Silver Jubilee, dark blue 25 c . ; light cds
cancel, two perfs on right partly detached 70.00

48 Z. W 15-6 (Sc. B5-6) 1916 Pro Juventute, used fine ; both
have light cds cancels 120.00

49 Z. W1 24 (Sc. B24) 1922 Pro Juventute 40 + 10 c ., used
fine; light machine cancel 70.00

50 Z. W Il 91-100, 103-7 (Sc . B282-6, 292-6, 302-7) 1959-61
Pro Patria, MNH VF 32.90

Members' Mini - Ads

Announcement

Herbert Brach has written an article on Thin Paper Strubels, representing a
culmination of his extensive research on this subject . We decided to print a small
number of copies as a monograph under the aegis of AHPS . Henry Ratz and Steven
Weston prepared the print . The distribution will be handled by Herbert Brach . A
copy is available to members for $7 .50 (including postage) . Send your request and
checks to Herbert Brach, 13803 Crown Bluff San Antonio TX, 78216 . Checks should
be made out to AHPS.
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POSTAGE DUE FROM PO BOX HOLDERS by M . Rutherfoord

This problem is handled in different ways at different places and times . I will try to
explain how Winterthur 1 has done the job during the last few years, from my
personal experience.

The clerk at the window who deals with problems and sorts the mail into the boxes,
collects the monies when a Postage Due has to be paid. For this he puts a note in the
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box that a letter has to be paid for by the collector . He has a "book" with stamps
of various denominations, not exceeding Fr. 1 .- in value . He is also given damaged
or mis-cut stamps which members of the public have exchanged for perfect examples,
to use up.

Fig 1 shows a cover containing printed matter sent from
Germany on 4th August 1970, weighing 675g and having
the correct postage for Switzerland, but it was sent
sealed, so the Swiss taxed it at the letter rate and claimed
twice the missing SFr .9 .-, i .e ., 18 .- . As the clerk had
only Fr. 1 .- stamps, he had to put 18 of them onto the
cover.

All mail for this big firm (name blacked out) goes via the box, which the PTT deliver
to the firm at regular intervals and collect any dues in cash.
Fig 2 shows another cover to this firm where a mis-cut 50c coil is used.

In August 1983 the PO 8401 Winterthur' introduced a
new system of a red cancel applied to the cover showing
the amount to be paid, instead of using stamps . The
amount due was collected as before . See Fig 3 . Note,
Fächer = box .

Figure 3

Figure 4

Sometime early in 1990 a
black 3-line text informed the
box-holder that the amount
due per letter was being
charged to his account, so that
no cash was involved.
See Fig 4 . " Verrechnet" is the
key word = billed to account.

Then in the middle of 1991
yet another black rubber stamp Figure 5

was introduced, Fig 5 . Now the
word is "Belastet," also meaning charged to your account.

It is interesting to realise that under the new system of collecting, not double the
missing amount but only 50c plus the missing amount (from 1st Jan 1976) would have
meant the firm would have had to pay only Fr .9 .50 for Fig 1!
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